
Taxicab Geometry Questions Name _
Date. Period _ o

1. Find the taxicab distance between (-1, 2) d
(3, 5). ,:t-! L;=T:rJ.J

1 =4=EEEj~lt::l
2. Draw the "taxi" circle with center at (1, -2) and
radius 5.

4. Find the perpendicular bisector of the segment
with endpoint at (-3, -5) and (5,. p y

r:r=r:':'-l i: !--+-+-++-I

x

Apartment hunting -I Jane and George are looking for an apartment in a city where the streets all
follow the grid lines. Jane works as a waitress at a restaurant at 1(-3, -1). George works as a
technician at the local television station at G(3,3). The walk wherever the o.
5. They have decided their apartment should be
located so that the distance Jane has to walk to .
work plus the distance George has to walk to
work is as small as possible .. Where should they
look for an apartment? y



7. Jane agrees that the sum of the distances
should be a minimuml but she is adamant that
they both have exactly the same distance to walk
to work. Now where bould they live?

y

x

8. After a day of fruitless apartment hunting, they
decide to widen their area of search. The only
requirement that they keep is that they both be the
same distance from their jobs. Now where should
they look?

x

A) True for Euclidean geometry
B) True for Taxickb geometry
C) True for both Euclidean geometry and Taxicab geometry
D) False for both Euclidean geometry and Taxicab geometry

Choose the bestanswl from the above list for each.

1\ 9. Every sbgment has a midpoint.

C, 10. The disJance between two points is a ~ns~:

_-----.!A-2, _11. A circle is a continuous set of points.

() 12. A circle is-a finite set of points.

o 13.

A 14.

Only integers can be coordinates of a point.

All poiJts on the plane have coordinates. or
Every pbint on the plane has coordinates.

~I5. Exactly one segment can be drawn between any two points.

C, 16. Points on a perpendicular bisector of a segment are equidistant from the endpoints of the
segmentl

1) 11. Not all j"gments have perpendicUl~ bisectors '.

c.., 18. A perpendicular bisector ISan mfimte set of pomts.

A 19 A j di 1 bi . - . f .. perpen ICU ar isector IS a contmuous set 0 points.

~20: A perpeJdicular bisector is a discrete set of points. \j, ()
---.lL21, A circle Is a dis~rete '" of points. 0 .',> Pc/ r~r1

A 22 '. Exactly one segment ISthe shortest dIstance between two points. ~_J


